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Abstract
In this paper, a novel decremental subspace-based learning method called Decre-
mental Generalized Discriminative Common Vectors method (DGDCV) is pre-
sented. The method makes use of the concept of decremental learning, which
we introduce in the field of supervised feature extraction and classification. By
efficiently removing unnecessary data and/or classes for a knowledge base, our
methodology is able to update the model without recalculating the full projec-
tion or accessing to the previously processed training data, while retaining the
previously acquired knowledge. The proposed method has been validated in 6
standard face recognition datasets, showing a considerable computational gain
without compromising the accuracy of the model.
Keywords: Decremental learning, Generalized Discriminative Common
Vectors, Feature extraction, Linear subspace methods, Classification
1. Introduction
Feature extraction methods are one of the most crucial steps in pattern
recognition. Extracting a relevant and discriminant set of features from raw
data facilitates the classification and recognition tasks to be performed by the
subsequent classifier, significantly improving the overall performance of the sys-5
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tem. In the last decades, vast amount of feature extraction techniques have
been proposed. However, many of them are specific to a particular domain
and based on a costly hand-crafted design process [1, 2]. In contrast, two more
general feature extraction strategies have emerged as more general and effective
methodologies: those based on deep neural networks [3] and those based on10
subspaces [4]. While the first one has shown state of the art performance for
large datasets, subspace based methods perform better when training data is
more restricted.
In this context, incremental methods [5, 6] are particularly interesting due
to their properties to learn and evolve without requiring full access to the initial15
training information, which may be lost or under restricted access. Furthermore,
updating the system with new information without having to retrain this from
scratch leads to convenient trade-offs between computational cost and perfor-
mance as well as space complexity. Incremental learning is specially interesting
in automatic feature extraction given that some of those methodologies require20
days or weeks to be trained [7]. In addition, for many practical applications
such as object tracking [8], image classification [9], stream processing [6], or
face recognition [10], a complete set of training samples is usually not known in
advance but generally provided little by little, which makes incremental learning
best suited for the task.25
However, incremental methods only address updating the system by adding
new information, but they do not considered updating the learned model by
removing wrong, misleading or obsolete information previously introduced. In
this sense, we define decremental learning as an online process that allows re-
moving samples, classes or any initial information from a previously trained30
model. We postulate decremental learning can be as important as incremental
learning for automatic feature extraction.
Several application fields will clearly benefit from the ability to decrement a
learned model. For instance, biometric systems used to manage and identify a
large population of users in big organizations may require updating the model35
by removing his/her corresponding class when a user leaves the organization.
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This may be a laborious and long process, even impossible depending on the
scale of the user database and antiquity of the model, which may result on delays
and limited access to the other users, as well as privacy issues. Similarly, being
able to remove a single instance from a complex model encompassing thousands40
of samples and classes, when this outlier has been introduced by mistake, is a
desirable feature that will reduce the computational cost and the requirement
of multiplicity of backed-up models. The use of subspace-based methods as
part of hierarchical classification architecture, such as decision trees, will also
benefit from a decremental methods where more specific subspace can be derived45
from a global. Finally, generalizing the decrementing of a learned model can be
used for an efficient leave-m-out cross validation [11] of a classification pipeline
containing a subspace-based method.
In this paper, we propose for the first time a decremental subspace-based
learning method for supervised problems. Our approach is able to update the50
system by deleting unnecessary old data, while retaining the previously acquired
knowledge, without accessing the previously processed training data. This is not
only a more cost-effective approach than batch methodologies, but also allows
reusing models and projections when the original training data has been lost or
it is not accessible. Furthermore, it facilitates maintaining an effective and con-55
sistent subspace projection, without repeating the lengthy process of parameter
tuning for every update, which takes better advantage of an initial parame-
ter optimization process. Our novel decremental framework, called Decremen-
tal GDCV approach (DGDCV), is constructed on the basis of the Generalized
Discriminative Common Vectors method (GDCV) [9] for being particularly ap-60
pealing due to good performance, flexibility of implementation and capacity for
dealing with the Small Sample Size (SSS) case, a common problem in applica-
tions such as computer vision and biometrics. The proposed implementation
allows decrementing both full classes and individual samples, as well as any
combination of them, depending on the users requirements and the given appli-65
cation.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
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an overview of the related work. Section 3 describes the problem statement.
Section 4 briefly introduces the batch GDCV method. Section 5 presents the
Decremental GDCV, which it is the main contribution of this paper. Section 670
describes the validation and presents the results of the analysis of the proposed
approach. Finally, Section 7 presents the main conclusions and some ideas about
further research.
2. Related Work
Among subspace-based methods, several incremental feature extraction tech-75
niques have been proposed, such as those based on Principal Components Anal-
ysis (PCA) [6, 12, 13, 14], Linear Discriminative Analysis (LDA) [5, 10, 15, 16]
and Discriminative Common Vector (DCV) [9, 17, 18, 19] methods. While in-
cremental learning has been extensively studied in the literature, few research
has been done in decremental learning or sample removal.80
The initial approach to the problem was the use of instance reduction al-
gorithms, IRA [20], and it aimed to reduce the initial training set size without
affecting the overall performance through instance selection. These algorithms
focus on detecting those samples in the set that are not relevant or do not con-
tain information before training, so they are not online learning approaches. If85
an initially relevant sample or class is then declared obsolete, the system will
need to be fully retrained without any computational benefit.
Relevant steps towards decremental systems were presented in incremental
and decremental Support Vector Machines (SVM) [21] and logistic regression
[22], although they only allow the removal of one sample at a time. An extended90
version [23] was further developed to allow the efficient removal of multiple
samples. However, their decremental learning modifications are embedded into
the classifier and their internal optimization processes. Since they do not involve
the feature extraction process, this limits the decremental update to only a part
of the recognition pipeline, obtaining overall suboptimal results. It must be95
noticed how these approaches have been tested in very low dimensional data
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(e.g. 21 dimensions, [23]) or data that has been proved to work directly on
SVM without feature extraction or preprocessing (e.g. LIBSVM datasets, [22]).
These simple pipelines will struggle to solve difficult cases, such as complex and
high dimensional problems and/or SSS case [24].100
Regarding feature extraction and subspace learning methodologies, only two
research works can be found related to decremental learning. Hall et al. [25] pre-
sented the Merging and Splitting EigenSpaces (MSES) method. This method
permits simultaneous arbitrary addition and deletion operations, by transform-
ing the eigen-value/vector decomposition (EVD) of the total scatter matrix.105
Jin et al. [26] introduces a incremental/decremental version of PCA. This EVD
Dualdating (EVDD) method provides similar functionalities to the previous
method but transforming the EVD of the total scatter matrix into a single
value decomposition (SVD) updating problem. Both approaches are unsuper-
vised and under the same limitations than PCA, i.e. the extracted subspace and110
the corresponding extracted features are not necessarily invariant and suited for
classification purposes.
3. Problem Statement
LetX = [x1j . . . x
mj
j ] ∈ Rd×M , j = 1, . . . , c be a data matrix ofM =
∑c
j=1mj
samples belonging to c classes, where each class j has mj samples. Each of the
training samples xij , i = 1, . . . ,mj is therefore a d-dimensional column vector.
Subspace-based learning methods aim to find a transformation or projection W
from the d-dimensional input space, Rd, into another space where the relevant
information is easily separable into the different classes. In order to obtain the
optimal projection W to the new subspace, the bases of the subspace, U , should
be first calculated. These bases are obtained by solving the eigenproblem of the
within-scatter matrix, SXw , of the given training data X. This scatter matrix is
defined as,
SXw =
c∑
j=1
mj∑
i=1
(xij − xj)(xij − xj)T = XcXcT (1)
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where xj is the average of the samples in the j
th class. Matrix notation can
be used to simplify these mathematical expressions so that Xc = X − X is115
the centered matrix, where X = [x1 . . . xc] is the matrix comprising all the
class-averages.
The eigendecomposition of SXw can be written in general as
EVD(SXw ) : XcXc
T = UΛUT = [Ur Uo]
 Λr
0
 UrT
Uo
T

where U = [u1 . . . ud] is a column matrix formed by the eigenvectors associated
to the eigenvalues, λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λd, contained in the diagonal matrix Λ. Ur and
Uo are bases of two complementary subspaces, the range space -containing the120
eigenvectors with λi > 0- and the null space -containing the eigenvectors with
λi = 0- of S
X
w , respectively. Notice that λi = 0 for all i > r, being r the range
of matrix SXw . Theses subspace can be reformulated as the restricted range
subspaces, Rr(SXw ), and the extended null subspaces, Ne(SXw ), respectively. In
those particular cases where the number of input samples is limited with respect125
to the dimensionality, i.e. d > M , the eigenproblem is unsolvable, problem
known as the Small Sample Size case or SSS. For those SSS cases, the smaller
matrix XTc Xc can be used instead of XcX
T
c to calculate Ur [27].
Depending of the particular subspace-based technique, the sought projection
W will have a different mathematical relation with U , Ur and Uo, giving a130
different resulting subspace.
As described in the introduction, our aim is to investigate the role of decre-
mental learning on an initially calculated projection W and the correspond-
ing subspace basis Ur. In order to keep a consistent notation throughout the
document, for any variable A, its updated version after deleting a class is de-135
noted by A˜. For example, the data matrix X is changed to X˜ after delete
an old class. In current methods, when one or several old training classes
need to be deleted the eigenproblem should be recalculated. We denote by
X = [X˜ XD] ∈ Rd×M the decomposition of the initial training set in the new
training one, X˜ ∈ Rd×(M−mj), and the old training classes, XD ∈ Rd×mj .140
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This leads to issues regarding spatial complexity, sinceX should be accessible
at any time, and computational complexity, since the EVD problem should be
solved from scratch every time, even if a single sample is due to be removed.
Furthermore, as the dataset becomes smaller, the SSS case will become more
prominent, leading to inconsistencies in the solution. The challenge then is to145
obtain the subspace, U˜r, associated to X˜ without explicitly having X˜ and S
X˜
w .
4. Generalized Discriminative Common Vectors
The Generalized Discriminant Common Vector (GDCV) method [9], also
referred to as Rough Common Vector, RCV [28], constitutes a different way
to overcome the singularity problem in LDA. It consists of finding a projection150
matrix, W ∈ Rd×(c−1), that maximizes the projected between-class scatter,
subject to the fact that the subspace generated by W belongs to the Ne(SXw ).
The singularity is avoided by extending the null space Uo to include not only
null directions or basis vectors, i.e. λi = 0, but also with almost null directions,
λi ≈ 0. This extension implies restricting the corresponding range space Ur to155
the highest directions, according to α parameter
α = 1− tr(U
T
α S
X
w Uα)
tr(SXw )
(2)
where Uα is the resulting restricted basis for a Rr(SXw ), where some almost null
directions have been removed. The parameter α takes values in the interval
[0, 1]. When α = 0, Uα = Ur. The scattering added by the extension to the
null space can be measured as tr(UTα S
X
w Uα). This quantity is zero when no160
directions are removed from Uα and increases as more and more important
directions disappear by Eq. 2. For different particular values of α < 1, different
projections can be obtained with different levels of preserved variability, so
that Uα spans to the restricted range of S
X
w according to α to a new value
of rα ≤ (r − 1). Note that decreasing variability in the restricted range space165
directly results in increasing variability in the corresponding extended null space.
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The projection basis fulfilling the above conditions for a given value of α can be
obtained through the eigendecomposition of SXw .
Figure 1 presents the main subspaces involved in the GDCV method. The
procedure to obtain a projection basis and the corresponding generalized com-170
mon vectors, and the time complexity corresponding to each of its steps are
presented in algorithm 1.
Figure 1: Main subspaces involved in the GDCV method.
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Algorithm 1. GDCV Algorithm
Parameter: α, 0 ≤ α < 1
Input: X ∈ Rd×M , M =∑cj=1mj
Output: Uα ∈ Rd×r, Λα ∈ Rr×r, X ∈ Rd×c
Method:
1. Compute SXw = XcX
T
c // O(d
2M)
if d > M use the matrix XTc Xc // O(dM
2)
2. Compute U and Λ by the EVD of SXw // O(d
3)
if d > M use the EVD of the matrix XTc Xc // O(M
3 + dMr)
and extract the eigenvectors and eigenvalues in Λ according to α
3. Compute the generalized common vector as xjcv = xj − UαUTα xj // O(drc)
4. Define Xcom = [x1cv . . . x
c
cv] and let X
com
c be its centered version with regard to
the mean xcom = (1/c)
∑c
j=1 x
j
cv // O(d(c− 1))
5. Compute the projection matrix such that W = orth(Xcomc ) ∈ Rd×(c1) //
O(d(c− 1)2)
6. Obtain the discriminative common vectors as WTxj .
To test a new sample, xtest, project it as W
Txtest and then the label is
allocated from the minimum distance between the projected sample and the
discriminative common vectors.
The computational complexity of the GDCV method is O(d2M + d3), when175
d ≤ M . In the SSS case, (d > M), the computational complexity is O(dM2 +
M3 + dMr). It is worthy to note that steps 3-6 in the algorithm 1 have a
complexity of O(drc + dc2), independently of the ratio between d and M , and
their impact in the total cost, which is dominated by the costs in steps 1 and 2,
is almost negligible. Regarding the space complexity it is O(min(d,M)2).180
5. Decremental Generalized Discriminative Common Vectors
The key idea of DGDCV algorithm is to obtain the feature extraction model,
U˜α, associated to X˜ by accessing and processing only XD and the current model
Uα, and without explicitly having access to X˜ and S
X˜
w . Figure 2 illustrates the
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subspaces involved when updating GDCV models by deleting one or several185
classes or samples.
 
 
                                          
 
Initial model 
Resulting subset 
Decremental 
GDCV 
 
Update set 
Resulting 
mapping 
Figure 2: Main subspaces involved in the DGDCV approach. Uα spans to the restricted range
of SXw , XD are the data to be removed, and U˜α is the base than spans to the new restricted
range.
To achieve this goal, we assume the decomposition of the within-class scatter
matrix as the sum of its component following a similar reasoning and justifica-
tion as in [25, 9],
SXw = S
X˜
w + S
XD
w (3)
Thus, SX˜w can be estimated as:
SX˜w = S
X
w − SXDw ≈ UαΛαUTα −XDcXTDc (4)
where XDc = XD−XD is the centered data matrix of XD with respect to their
own average XD.
A basis that generates the range space of the remaining data set, SX˜w , can
be approximated as:
U˜ ≈ [Uα V ]R (5)
where V is orthogonal to Uα, such as V = orth(XDc − UαUTαXDc) ∈ Rd×rD .
orth() function refers to any orthonormalization procedure - a Graham-Schmidt190
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Orthonormalization (GSO) is used in our case-, rD to the range of S
XD
w , and R
is a rotation matrix that controls the dimensionality of the Rr(SX˜w ) .
By substituting 5 in the decomposition of 4
EVD(SX˜w ) : S
X˜
w = U˜ Λ˜U˜
T (6)
and projecting these scatters onto Rr(SX˜w ) as [Uα V ]T (·)[Uα V ], we obtain
R Λ˜ RT = Mα : EVD(Mα) (7)
where
Mα =
Λα 0
0 0
− [Uα V ]TXDcXTDc [Uα V ] (8)
From the eigendecomposition of Mα, we can extract the eigenvectors, Rβ ,
as the column vectors in R corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, Λ˜α, such
that tr(Λ˜α) = β · tr(Λ˜).
β =
∥∥∥∥∥diag(Λ˜)diag(Λ)
∥∥∥∥∥ · (1 + α) (9)
Note that the factor β is defined with regard to Mα, while α refers to S
X˜
w .
By considering the proposed approximation, the directions that are removed
(depending on the α value), are compensated by adding directions from the
remaining data (according to β). Consequently, the quality of the approximation
will depend on how representative the delete class is in comparison to the whole
of the training set. The final approximations for the updated extended null
space projection with parameter α can be accurately written as
U˜α ≈ [Uα V ]Rβ
Λ˜α ≈ Λβ
The DGDCV algorithm is presented in the algorithm 2 along with the asymp-
totic cost corresponding to each of its steps.195
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Algorithm 2. DGDCV Algorithm
Parameter: α, 0 ≤ α < 1
Input: XD ∈ Rd×mj , α
From previous iteration: Uα ∈ Rd×r, Λα ∈ Rr×r, X ∈ Rd×c
Output: U˜α ∈ Rd×r˜, Λ˜α ∈ Rr˜×r˜, X ∈ Rd×c˜
Method:
1. Compute XD regarding its average to obtain XDc // O(dmj)
2. Compute V as V = orth(XDc − UαUTαXDc) ∈ Rd×rD // O(dmjr + dm2j )
3. Build Mα using Eq. 8 // O(dmj(r + rD))
4. Eigendecompose Mα in RΛ˜R
T // O((r + rD)
3)
and obtain the eigenvalues Λ˜α = Λβ within Λ˜ according to β Eq. 9
5. Compute the generalized common vector as
xjcv = xj − U˜αU˜α
T
xj ∈ Rd×c˜ // O(dr˜c˜)
6. Steps 4-6 of the algorithm 1.
5.1. Computational and space complexity
In this subsection, we estimate the computational complexities of DGDCV
when an obsolete class is deleted from the existing training data. Table 1 shows
the comparison between the DGDCV approach and the batch method.
Step 1 2 3 4
DGDCV O(dmj) O(dmj(r +mj)) O(dmj(r + rD)) O((r + rD)
3)
GDCV O(d2M) – – O(d3)
GDCV (SSS case) O(dM2) – – O(M3 + dMr)
Table 1: Main computational complexity for DGDCV and GDCV.
200
The asymptotic cost of the DGDCV is dominated by O(dm2j +(r+rD)
3). In
the case of the batch algorithm the complexity is dominated by O(d2M + d3),
when d ≤M , and O(dM2 +M3), when d > M . We can seen that the DGDCV
approach is more efficient than the batch algorithm in both cases since mj M ,
and (r + rD)
3 < min(d3,M3). Obviously, the closer the value of the number205
of removed samples is to the size of the initial training set, the smaller is the
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computational gain by using a decremental approach since previous disparities
are not fulfilled. If almost all the samples/classes of the initial training set
are to be deleted, it is simpler to train the system from scratch. However,
this scenario will only be possible for very small and simple problems and toy210
examples, not in real life problems and big sets. Regarding the space complexity,
the batch method presents a O(min(d,M)2) and the decremental algorithm has
a O((r + rD)
2), which is also a significant improvement given that (r + rD)
2 <
min(d2,M2).
6. Experiments and Results215
6.1. Experimental setup
To demonstrate the advantages of the DGDCV approach to delete existing
classes or samples from the initial training data of a classification problem, we
selected six facial recognition datasets to validate our approach. The choice of
face recognition as classification task has been extensively used in incremental220
learning approaches based on subspaces such as [29, 30, 31]. As classifier, a sim-
ple 1-Nearest Neighbors classifier using Euclidean distance between the training
discriminative common vectors and the test samples projected into the discrim-
inant subspace is employed. The simplicity of the classifier is justified for our
aim to demonstrate the accuracy and approximation of our method to obtain a225
projection into another space where the relevant information is easily separable
into the different classes. A more complex and powerful classifier could hide or
compensate the adequacy of the resulting subspace.
Figure 3 illustrates the datasets used, with a sample of 8 images per dataset
on the top, and a table with their main characteristics at the bottom. All images230
were normalized to 40×40. For each dataset, the Training Set (TR) is composed
by the 70% of the first samples of each class, and the remaining 30% is used
as Test Set (TS), The α parameter was empirically optimised so that the batch
GDCV algorithm provided the best accuracy result when using all samples and
classes.235
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Name α c mj TR TS cj
AR [32] 0.02 50 14 10 4 [50–17]
BANCA [29] 0.20 52 10 7 3 [52–18]
CMU-PIE [33] 0.04 68 56 40 16 [68–23]
Altkom [29] 0.01 80 15 11 4 [80–27]
FERET [34] 0.01 200 4 3 1 [200–67]
MPEG [30] 0.18 635 5 4 1 [635–212]
Figure 3: Datasets used in validation along with their corresponding details. α is the added
scatter to the null space of SXw . c is the number of classes. mj is the total number of samples
per class. TR and TS are the number of samples per class in the training and test set,
respectively. cj is the range of remaining classes from the training set in our experiments.
All algorithms have been implemented in Matlab and run on a computer with
a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz, 3601 Mhz, and 32-GB RAM.
6.1.1. Decrement by class
In a first setup, an initial model is decremented by removing a existing class,
i.e. all samples belonging to that class, at each decremental step. This is the240
most interesting setup since it is closer to a real application where a class may
stop being relevant for a given classification problem. In all experiments under
this setup, the initial model is obtained using the corresponding batch algorithm
and then one class at a time is deleted, until only 1/3 of the total number of
classes remains. The range of these values is represented by cj in Fig. 3.245
First, a comparison is performed to show the discriminant properties of the
GDCV method in both cases, when d ≤ M and d > M . This method is
compared against the well-known LDA/GSVD [35] and LDA/QR [36] methods.
This will allow us to justify our choice of GDCV as a base for our decremental
algorithm.250
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Then the proposed DGDCV algorithm is validated, both in terms of the ac-
curacy of its approximation and the decrease in computational time regarding
the batch GDCV algorithm. In this validation, two different empirical scenarios
have been considered to find out if the accuracy and performance of our approx-
imation depend not only on the number of classes removed and the number of255
decremental steps, but also on the size of those classes in terms of number of
samples. In the first scenario all samples per class are used to create the model,
i.e TR=TR (TR = 1 from now on). In the second one, classification models
are created using the half and the quarter of the total number of samples in
each class, i.e. TR = 0.5*TR and TR = 0.25*TR (TR = 0.5 and 0.25 from now260
on). The chosen training samples are randomly selected as in other incremental
setups [37].
6.1.2. Decrement by sample
As a final experiment, we validate our approach when individual samples,
rather than full classes, are decremented. In this setup, an initial model is265
obtained from the full training set using the corresponding batch algorithm.
Then, in each iteration, a samples per class is removed until only the required
minimum of two samples per class remains. Experiments are performed for the
AR, BANCA, CMU-PIE and Altkom datasets. FERET and MPEG could not
used due to their extremely small number of samples per class, which did not270
allow for even a decrement by sample iteration.
6.2. Results and analysis
6.2.1. Decrement by class
Figure 4 shows the accuracy rate for the three batch methods GDCV [9],
LDA/GSVD [35] and LDA/QR [36] over a decremental number of classes, where275
one class of the training data is deleted at each iteration. The greyscale bar
in the figure represents the ratio between the number of samples in TR and
the dimension of the original space, where (M/d) > 1 is shown in black and
(M/d) < 1 is shown in light gray. This allows to compare the performance of
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the algorithms in case of SSS (light gray) or not. Results show how GDCV gives
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Figure 4: Accuracy rate of batch methods GDCV [9], LDA/GSVD [35] and LDA/QR [36]
over a decremental number of classes.
280
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consistently the best or almost best performance and more stable discriminants
properties in all datasets and cases, which justify the use of GDCV as baseline
method in our decremental approach.
Figure. 5 shows the comparative performance between DGDCV and GDCV
for the first scenario, TR = 1. We can observe how our DGDCV approach285
exhibits a stable performance regarding the batch method and the effect of the
approximation can be considered negligible, since the difference is small (see
Table 2) and no divergence is shown. It is also noticeable how the decremen-
tal method shows a more continuous and smooth performance, which seems to
indicate a better resiliance against local maxima and minima and spikes in per-290
formance that may happen in the batch method, as reflected in Fig.5.b at 25-20
classes, Fig.5.d at 40-35 classes and Fig.5.f at 250-212 classes. This continuity
or smoothness in performance was measured by adjusting a piecewise polyno-
mial spline to each graph in Figure. 5 and measuring the RMSE bewteen each
method’s performance and its spline. The average error for DGDCV is 5.28e-4,295
smaller than the GDCV with 7.74e-4.
Table 2 summarizes the Root Mean Squares Error, RMSE, and the Relative
Error, ER, between the DGCV and its batch method. These relative errors are
computed according to:
RMSE =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(Acciupdate −Accibatch)2
n
∗ 100
RE =
n∑
i=1
Acciupdate −Accibatch
Accibatch
∗ 100
n
The second scenario for accuracy comparison between DGDCV and GDCV
is shown in Figure 6, for different sizes of training sets and class size TR =
1, TR = 0.5 and TR = 0.25. As expected in any machine learning algorithm,300
the lower the number of samples, the lower performance. Similarly to the pre-
vious scenario, DGDCV shows a similar or better performance than its batch
version in all cases. No differences were observed in the comparative behavior
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Figure 5: Comparison in terms of accuracy between DGDCV and GDCV.
regarding the number of samples per class, although a better resistance against
degeneration is shown by our DGDCV.305
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Dataset RMSE % ER %
AR [32] 1.0 ± 0.7 -0.2 ± 1.0
BANCA [29] 2.4 ± 1.5 0.3 ± 2.7
CMU-PIE [33] 0.6 ± 0.4 -0.4 ± 0.6
Altkom [29] 1.5 ± 1.0 -0.4 ± 1.6
FERET [34] 1.4 ± 0.9 -0.5 ± 1.6
MPEG v1 [30] 1.5 ± 1.3 0.5 ± 1.7
Table 2: Relative RMSE and ER between DGCV and GDCV, for each dataset and TR = 1.
The computational cost for both decremental and batch methods is depicted
in Figure 7. GDCV shows an almost quadratic behavior decreasing with the
number of samples and classes with inflexion points to a linear model where
the SSS case stops being relevant. On the contrary, DGDCV show a big com-
putational gain regarding its batch version and it exhibits a much milder lin-310
ear tendency, almost constant in the majority of the cases. The explanation
for this linear behavior is directly due to the fact that the cost term dm2j , in
(dm2j + (r+ rD)
3), behaves as dmj due to the sublinear decreasing of the ranks
since (r + rD)
3  dm2j . Please note that the initial cost to generate the initial
model to be decremented is not considered in either method.315
6.2.2. Decrement by sample
Finally, Figures 8 and 9 show the accuracy rates and the CPU time of the
methods when individual samples per class are deleted in each iteration. As
expected, we can observe how having less training samples per class will reduce
the recognition rate in both batch and decremental version. However, DGDCV320
reduces the module degeneration and poor generalisation when few sample are
available per class, exhibited in the batch version. Our decremental DGDCV
seems to keep relevant information about the class after each decremental itera-
tion in spite of removing the sample. Thus, the model generated using DGDCV
provides the same or better discriminative properties than the batch model.325
Regarding the computational cost, DGDCV also shows a significative gain re-
garding the batch approach as in all previous experiments.
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Figure 6: Accuracy of DGDCV (dotted line) and GDCV (continuous line) for TR = 1, TR =
0.5 and TR = 0.25. In graphs (e) and (f), TR=0.25 was not calculated due to the small size
of each classes.
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Figure 7: CPU time in seconds vs training classes in DGDCV and GDCV methods.
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Figure 8: Accuracy of DGDCV (dashed line) and GDCV (solid line) when samples are deleted
7. Conclusions330
This paper presents, for the first time, a novel decremental subspace-based
learning method DGDCV, capable of updating a feature space model by deleting
unnecessary samples/classes, while retaining the previously acquired knowledge,
without accessing to the previously processed training data. The new method
shows a significant computational gain in computational cost and memory. Both335
corrupted samples classes and/or obsolete full classes can be removed in our
implementation.
The proposed method has been evaluated in 6 standard datasets for face
recognition with different characteristics. Our methodology has shown to be
consistent in all experiments, a similar or better performance to its batch equiv-340
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Figure 9: CPU time in seconds vs training samples in DGDCV and GDCV methods.
alents. This validates the approximations required to perform the decrement of
its initial model without recomputing the projection and all other calculations
from scratch. As a main advantage, the computational cost when performing
each decremental iteration is significantly smaller than recomputing the full
model and follows a small linear or constant trend. All these conclusions are345
also true in the SSS case. Moreover, DGDCV only needs to know the class sam-
ples to be removed, which reduce the amount of memory and memory accesses
in our method, as well as the required permission and availability of the initial
training samples.
Although the method has no limitations regarding the relation of the number350
of training samples or their dimensionality, the closer the value of the number
23
of removed samples is to the size of the initial training set, the smaller the
computational gain by using our decremental approach results. This is since
mj << M and (r + rD)
3 < min(d3,M3) conditions are not fulfilled. If almost
every sample/class of the initial training set has to be deleted, it is simpler to355
train the system from scratch.
Another limitation of our current method is that this decremental approach
does not include incremental learning. Therefore, if new information needs
to be added or incremental and decremental steps need to be alternate, the
incremental algorithm [9] needs to be added as a separate process. As future360
work, we aim to extend this method to integrate dual updates allowing both
adding and removing samples/classes at a time.
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